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i n t e r v i e w 
with a Latina 
astronomer 
who studies 
e x o p l a n e t s 
and a student 
art show 
are some of 
the many 
activities that 
will take place 
as UT Brownsville launches the first Rio 
Grande Science and Arts Festival, or 
RiSA, on Thursday.
The four-day festival promotes science, 
technology, engineering, arts and 
mathematics (STEAM) through a wide 
range of activities, including concerts, 
plays, workshops and lectures at the 
University of Texas at Brownsville and in 
Brownsville’s Mitte Cultural District.
“We’re part of the Science Festival 
Alliance, which is run out of MIT and has 




More than 10,000 participants 





ever committed by 
humankind was the 
Holocaust, in which 
Nazi Germany killed 
millions of Jews and 
others. 
On Tuesday, about 
175 people attended 
a ceremony honoring the victims and 
survivors of the Holocaust, including 
90-year-old Brownsville resident Leon 
Horn.
Horn unveiled a plaque containing 
his handprints and those of his sons 
and grandson and delivered testimony 
of what happened to him and his family 
during World War II. The plaque is in 
the shape of the Star of David to serve 
as evidence that the Nazis could not 
extinguish the Jewish people.
 The ceremony and plaque are part 
of the project, “Traces to Remember,” a 
traveling exhibit created by the Global 
Embassy of Activists for Peace. 
Brownsville is the first city in the 
United States to host the exhibit.
Horn choked back tears as he shared 
his testimony. The audience sat in 
Educating for peace
Holocaust survivor 
Leon Horn shares his story
Monica Gudiño
THE COLLEGIAN
Richard Horn, son of Leon Horn, reads the inscription on the “Traces to Remember” plaque, which tells of the atrocities his father experienced in the 
Holocaust. The plaque contains the handprints of Horn, his sons and grandson. (Inset) A plaque in honor of the Horn (nee) Hirschhorn family shows the 
handprints of three generations. It will be on display for a month in the Texas Southmost College Science and Engineering Technology Building lobby. 
AndreA Torres/Collegian
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
President Guy Bailey has released a draft 
organizational chart of the top positions 
in the new school and announced four 
new appointments.
Irv Downing, UT Brownsville’s current 
vice president for Economic Development 
and Institutional Advancement, has 
accepted the position of associate vice 
president for economic development 
at UTRGV and will serve as interim 
associate vice president for advancement 
operations.
As associate VP for Economic 
Development, Downing will “report to the 
UTRGV vice president for Research and 
will help implement programs in business 
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See RiSA, Page 8 See UTRGV, Page 8
More than 200 Brownsville residents 
concerned about the relocation of 
Lincoln Park spoke out during a public 
hearing Thursday night.
The Brownsville City Commission 
Residents fume over 
Lincoln Park plan
Dozens speak out against moving it near water treatment plant
Kaila Contreras 
THE COLLEGIAN
Mae E. Deven-Solis, a Holy Family parishioner 
and Brownsville resident, says four generations 
of her family have made use of Lincoln Park and 
she opposes its relocation. 
HécTor AguilAr/Collegian
conducted the hearing to receive 
comments on a proposed ordinance 
that would convey the land under 
Lincoln Park to the University of Texas 
System for $6.5 million. The park would 
be relocated to a 50-acre site about a 
mile east from its current location on 
University Boulevard.
“The economic impact study showed 
the campus has a $180 million annual 
impact in Brownsville,” Irv Downing, 
UT Rio Grande Valley’s associate vice 
president for economic development 
and the interim associate vice president 
for advancement operations, told the 
audience gathered in Tony Gonzalez Park 
for the hearing. “Since [Texas Southmost 
College] owned most of the land and 
buildings that made up the partnership 
campus, UT System needed to look at 
several alternatives in the Brownsville 
area for a new campus, one that could 
accommodate the expected growth in 
student enrollment to 20,000 students 
in about 15 years.” 
In February 2013, the commission 
passed a resolution stating the city’s 
intention to convey the land that is 
currently Lincoln Park to the UT System 
for the expansion of the University of 
Texas Rio Grande Valley. In return, UT 
See LINCOLN, Page 10
Leon Horn
See draft organizational chart
@ utbcollegian.com
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The Collegian is the 
multimedia student 
newspaper serving the 
University of Texas at 
Brownsville. The newspaper is widely 
distributed on 
campus and is an award-winning 
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12:39 p.m.: A student 
reported that his 
bicycle was stolen. He 
last saw the bike on Oct. 
10 and did not notice it 
missing until Oct. 20.
5:24 p.m.: A Casa Bella resident 
reported receiving phone calls from 
another student who was using 
inappropriate language toward her. The 
case is under investigation.
Oct. 22
8:55 a.m.: A staff member reported that 
a man made students and staff members 
uncomfortable at an office in the Life and 
Health Sciences Building. The man had 
been visiting the office since the summer 
to meet with a staff member. The staff 
member told University Police the man 
would stay after meetings to speak to 
her and said he got too close to her and 
started to touch her back. A student also 
The following are among the incidents reported to University Police between Oct. 20 and 23. 
said she felt uncomfortable when the 
man gave her his phone number to call 
him. A faculty member sent the man an 
e-mail advising he is no longer welcome 
in the department. The case is under 
investigation.
9:56 a.m.: A staff member reported 
that a media projector was stolen from 
a classroom in the Life and Health 
Sciences Building. The staff member 
said the projector was secured at 8 p.m. 
the previous night. The case is under 
investigation.
11:45 a.m.: A student was arrested at 
Casa Bella after she allegedly violated an 
active criminal trespass warning issued 
on May 9. A University Police officer 
discovered the student was visiting her 
boyfriend. The student was transported 
to the Carrizales-Rucker Detention 
Center. 
1:10 p.m.: A staff member whose vehicle 
took up two parking spaces reported 
a threatening written note on her 
windshield. The person who wrote the 
note threatened to damage her vehicle if 
she did not park properly. 
Oct. 23
1:48 p.m.: A student reported that she 
accidentally left her wallet on top of her 
vehicle and drove off campus. When she 
realized she had left the wallet on top of 
her vehicle, she searched the streets for 
it but did not find it. She believes the 
wallet fell while she was exiting Lot B5 
by Jackson and 24th streets. The officer 
checked with dispatch to see if the item 
matched the items that were turned in. 
No wallet was found. 
7:15 p.m.: A staff member reported 
a small cut to his lower left calf after 
accidentally dropping a bag with tools. 
The staff member said he did not need 
any medical attention.
--Compiled by Kaila Contreras 
Wellness Series
A presentation titled “Violence against 
Women and Personal Safety on 
Campus,” is scheduled from noon to 
1 p.m. today in Main Building’s Salón 
Cassia.  A free lunch will be provided and 
door prizes will be awarded. The event 
is part of a wellness series sponsored 
by Student Health Services, the 
Campus Suicide Prevention 
Program and the Substance Abuse 
and HIV Prevention Program. 
For more information, contact Special 
Projects Coordinator Jorge Muñoz at 
882-7157 or at jorge.munoz10@utb.edu.
RiSA Science Cafe
The RiSA Science Cafe will be held at 
7:30 tonight in El Hueso de Fraile, 837 
E. Elizabeth St. The café will consist of 
informal discussion with local experts on 
a wide range of topics including science, 
art and the humanities. Refreshments 
will be available for purchase at the 
cafe. Live music will follow the talks. 
Admission is free. For more information, 
email Joey Shapiro Key, director of 
education and outreach for the Center for 
Gravitational Wave Astronomy, at jkey@
phys.utb.edu. 
Veterans Financing Panel
U.S. Small Business Administration 
participating lenders such as BBVA 
Compass, JP Chase Morgan and 
micro lenders ACCION Texas and 
PeopleFund will speak about their 
special products and services available to 
veterans and small businesses from 9 to 
11 a.m. Tuesday at the University of Texas 
Pan American Business Development 
and Innovation Building, 1407 E. Freddy 
Gonzalez Dr. in Edinburg. Veterans can 
also meet with representatives from 
the Veterans Business Outreach 
Center and learn about the free 
technical assistance available for small 
businesses. To RSVP, contact Economic 
Development Specialist/Veterans 
Representative Reynaldo D. Vasquez 
at 427-8533, Ext. 300, or at reynaldo.
vasquez@sba.gov. 
Folk musician performance
Rosa Canales Pérez and Joe Pérez, 
South Texas educators, radio show hosts, 
researchers and folk musicians, will speak 
and perform at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Eidman 1 Lecture Hall. Admission 
is free. The couple uses storytelling, 
poetry and music to illustrate its cultural 
experiences. The presentation is part 
of the UT Brownsville Center of 
Excellence for Latin American 
and Iberian Music’s monthly series. 
For more information, contact Director 
Susan Hurley-Glowa at 882-5787 or 
email susan.hurley@utb.edu.
Depression Awareness Art Show
UTB students are invited to submit a 
photo, drawing, sculpture or collage with 
a depression awareness theme by 5 p.m. 
Thursday at Student Health Services 
in Cortez Hall 237 as part of the fourth 
annual Depression Awareness Art 
Show. All participants receive a goody 
bag. Artwork can be picked up after Nov. 
17. The art show will open at 11 a.m. 
Nov.10 in Cortez Hall. The exhibition 
will continue through Nov. 14. On Nov. 
12, a Depression Awareness Fair will 
take place in Main Building. For more 
information, call Counselor Leticia 
Fierros-Garza at 882-8967.
Norteño Night Dance
The Office of Student Engagement 
and Residential Life will host a 
Norteño Night Dance from 7 to 11 p.m. 
Thursday in the Casa Bella club house. 
The event is open to all UT Brownsville 
students. For more information, call 
Student Engagement at 882-5138.
Internship for all majors
The Congressional Hispanic 
Caucus Institute seeks full-time 
college undergraduate students who are 
interested in participating in the 2015 
Spring Congressional Internship 
Program. Students of all majors who 
have an interest in the development of 
public policy and who have demonstrated 
leadership abilities may apply at www.
apply.chci.org. The deadline to apply is 
Friday.
Health fair
Saludable, a free health fair, will take 
place from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday 
at La Hacienda Casitas, 3567 W. 
Business Hwy. 83 in Harlingen. Free 
diabetes screenings will be conducted 
and there will be Zumba classes, cooking 
demonstrations and free bike rentals. 
Several health organizations will provide 
informational materials or services. The 
Community Development Corp. 
of Brownsville is hosting the event 
in partnership with the University 
of Texas School of Public Health, 
the City of Brownsville, the City of 
Harlingen and La Cocina Alegre. 
For more information, contact Project 
Coordinator Luciana Morales at 541-
4955, Ext.124, or at lmorales@cdcb.org. 
Symphonic Band, Wind Ensemble 
concert
The UTB Symphonic Band and Rio 
Bravo Wind Ensemble will perform 
at 5 p.m. Sunday in the Texas Southmost 
College Arts Center as part of the Patron 
of the Arts program. General admission 
is $5. For more information, call 882-
7025 or email patron@utb.edu. 
Veterans Day ceremony
UT Brownsville and the Veterans 
Upward Bound program will host 
a Veterans Day Ceremony at 11 
a.m. Nov. 11 on the front lawn of the 
Main Building. In case of inclement 
weather, the ceremony will be held in the 
Student Union’s Gran Salón. For more 
information, contact Rene Valdez, 
director of Veterans Upward Bound, at 
882-7609 or at rene.valdez@utb.edu. 
Writers Live @UTB
Rosebud Ben-Oni, author of 
SOLECISM (Virtual Artists 
Collective, 2013) and editorial adviser 
for VIDA: Women in Literary Arts 
(vidaweb.org), will read from her 
poetry and sign books at 7:30 p.m. 
Nov. 13 in the Main Building’s Salon 
Cassia. Ben-Oni’s presentation is part 
of the Writers Live @ UTB series. For 
more information, email Christopher 
Carmona, assistant professor in the 
English Department, at christopher.
carmona@utb.edu. 
Math and Science Academy
The Mathematics and Science 
Academy will host information sessions 
for incoming high school students. 
At MSA, students take classes from 
university faculty with regular UTRGV 
students in an environment of close 
supervision and guidance. Admission 
to MSA is free. Attend the following 
informational sessions to find out more: 
Nov. 15, Dec. 6, Jan. 24, Feb. 7, Feb. 
21, March 21 and April 11. All sessions 
start at 10 a.m. in Main Building Room 
2.112. For more information, email MSA 
Coordinator Camilla Montoya at 
camilla.montoya@utb.edu. 
Free flu vaccines
Student Health Services will 
administer free flu vaccines to UTB 
students, staff and faculty weekdays 
beginning at 8 a.m. in Cortez Hall 237 
while supplies last. For more information, 
call Secretary Rosie Camero at 882-
3896. 
--Compiled by Oscar Castillo





Student Health Services sponsors a 
confidential support group for students who have 
suffered trauma. The meetings will be held from 
1 to 2 p.m. Thursday, and Nov. 13 in Cortez Hall 
220. Participants will learn new skills to enhance 
their life. For more information, call Counselor 
Leticia Fierros-Garza at 882-3896.
Veteran Females United 
The Veteran Females United Support 
Group will meet at noon Friday and Nov. 21 in 
Cortez Hall 137. Learn about veterans’ medical 
and compensation benefits, veterans’ resources, 
transitioning, healthy relationships, self-care and 
more. Spouses of female veterans are welcome. 
Lunch will be provided. For more information, 
contact Arlene Laboy, project coordinator for the 
Violence Against Women Campus Program, at 
882-6513 or arelene.laboy125@utb.edu.
Overeaters Anonymous
Overeaters Anonymous, a program of 
recovery from compulsive eating, meets at 6:30 
p.m. every Wednesday in Cortez Hall 220. For 
more information, call Martha Sanchez at 
882-8952. 
Co-Dependency Anonymous  
Co-Dependency Anonymous meets every 
Wednesday from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Casa 
Bella student housing complex. For more 
information, call Student Health Services 
Counselor Lynn Black at 882-3896. 
Busy Moms
Busy Moms, a free support group for all female 
UTB students, meets from noon to 1 p.m. every 
Friday in Cortez Hall 220. For more information, 
call Licensed Clinical Social Worker Sandra 
Rubio at 882-3896.
--Compiled by Oscar Castillo
The Alzheimer’s Association seeks volunteers 
for the 2014 Walk to End Alzheimer’s, 
scheduled Saturday on the UT Brownsville 
Student Union lawn. The association is recruiting 
organizations, groups, schools and individuals in 
the community to volunteer to help them host 
the event. For more information, call Co-Chair/
Volunteer Coordinator Veronica Gomez at 
204-2232.
The first Rio Grande Arts and Science 
Festival (RiSA) seeks volunteers for RiSA 
Latina Day, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Nov. 6; RiSA 
Student Day, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Nov. 7; and RiSA 
Community Day, 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Nov. 8 on the 
UT Brownsville campus. To register to volunteer, 
visit utbrisa.eventbrite.com.
The Moody Clinic, 1901 E. 22nd St., seeks 
volunteers to assist with its annual poinsettia 
fundraiser during the first week of November. 
Call Development Coordinator Christine 
Cavazos at 542-8504 for more information.
UT Brownsville and Veterans Upward 
Bound will host its 15th annual Veterans 
Day Ceremony at 11 a.m. Nov. 11. Volunteers 
are needed for Nov. 10 and 11. Morning and 
afternoon shifts will be available. To resister, 
visit Student Union 2.28. For more information, 
contact Student Development Specialist Lizette 
McNain at 882-7608 or at lizette.mcnain@utb.
edu. 
--Compiled by Oscar Castillo
Five graduate physics students are part 
of the new cooperative physics doctoral 
program between the University of Texas 
at Brownsville and the University of 
Texas at Arlington. 
The students in the program are 
Artemiy Bogdanovskiy, Louis Dartez, 
Anton Gribovskiy, Dongming Jin and 
Wenhui Wang.
 “We were looking for another partner 
within the [University of Texas] System to 
continue offering a cooperative program 
and it is then that the partnership 
with UT Arlington happened,” said 
Soma Mukherjee, UTB’s Physics and 
Astronomy Department chair and 
associate professor. 
The department previously had a 
cooperative program with UT San 
Antonio but the contract between the 
universities ended in 2013. 
The program was approved in the 
Spring 2013 semester and the first group 
of students started the program this fall 
semester. 
“I think it’s a pretty good deal for both 
institutions,” said Bogdanovskiy, who 
is researching lasers and optics. “It’s 
beneficial for both. UTB didn’t have its 
own Ph.D. program. … That collaboration 
is a good opportunity to involve students 
into Ph.D. research. I believe at some 
point after a few years they can say, ‘We 
graduated so many Ph.D. students, why 
don’t we have our own program?’”
Although UTA is the awarding 
institution, the students stay at UTB 




Name: Catholic Campus Ministry 
Purpose: To educate members by 
sharing and discussing issues that 
pertain to Catholicism, providing 
Catholic services to UTB and the 
surrounding community, creating a 
welcoming environment that fosters 
Catholic development and maintaining 
the constitution of the Catholic Campus 
Ministry to ensure the prosperity of our 
Catholic ministry.
President: Michelle Garcia
Vice President: Alondra Zamora
Secretary: Crystal Chavez 
Treasurer: Fabiola Davila 
Historian: Pablo Garcia
Adviser: Ana Perez, career specialist 
Karina aguirre/Collegian
Members of the Catholic Campus Ministry include (from left) Katerina Nemcova, Angelica Corona, 
Vice President Alondra Zamora, President Michelle Garcia, Adviser Karla Rodriguez and Rolando 
Lopez.   
in the Career Services Department, 
and Karla Rodriguez, Catholic Campus 
Ministry coordinator
Activities: Mass celebration every 
Wednesday, Praise Adoration and 
Worship (PAW), Ocelot Awakening 
retreats, fellowship lunch, music ministry 
and service projects 
Achievements/awards: University 
Inner Circle Award: 2009, 2010, 2013
Meetings: Noon every Wednesday after 
Mass on the Main Building lawn 
Membership requirements: $5 dues
For more information, contact: 
Rodriguez at 541-9697 or email 
krodriguez@cdob.org or utbccm@gmail.
com 
--Compiled by Monica Gudiño
under the supervision of faculty 
members. 
“The prime responsibility of UTB 
faculty members is to see that the 
student’s program of study is on track 
and, of course, research supervision,” 
Mukherjee said, “to see that the student 
is performing the research that they are 
required to do, that they graduate on time 
and to see that the quality of research is 
high.”
 She said UTA is responsible for 
overseeing that the proper committees 
are formed to ensure that the students are 
taking the right courses and to conduct a 
qualifier exam. 
This semester all five students are 
taking Electrodynamics II through 
distance learning education taught by a 
UT Arlington faculty member. 
“They have a videoconferencing 
method,” Mukherjee said. “They see 
the professor and the class at Arlington 
on a screen and the professor sees our 
students on a screen and, of course, all 
the lecture notes are posted beforehand.”
Bogdanovskiy said there are some 
technical issues involving the class. 
“Sometimes, the system stops the 
call; we have to call again,” he said. 
“Sometimes, we cannot hear their side or 
they can’t hear us, which happens rarely. 
Besides those things, it feels like in the 
classroom, it’s the same thing.” 
The doctoral program is composed 
of 39 credit hours. The students 
accumulated 30 semester credit hours 
from their master of science in physics 
degree and only need to complete nine 
credit hours under UTA faculty. 
To attain admission in the program 
students must meet UT Arlington’s 
admission criteria, which include 
Graduate Record Examination scores of 
300 in verbal and quantitative portions, 
a grade-point average of 3.0 and letters 
of recommendation. 
  The students’ tuition is paid by UTB 
and each receives a $19,000 yearly 
stipend. 
The area in which the students are 
researching varies from gravitational 
waves and radio astronomy to 
optics and stellar astronomy. The 
department also conducts research 
in biophysics, computational clusters 
and nanotechnology. The UTA physics 
department focuses on particle physics, 
space physics and condensed matter 
physics. 
“Research opportunities are plenty 
because the department of physics here 
is very strong in research and it’s our 
strength,” Mukherjee said.
Asked why he decided to enter the 
cooperative physics doctorate program, 
Gribovskiy replied: “You can finish your 
master in one place, move to another 
place, but if you find a good supervisor, 
why not stay with him while you continue 
your education?”
He is conducting research on 
nanophotonics, or nano-optics, and 
often travels to the University of Houston 
to use its labs.
“I want to be able to design and produce 
designs by myself,” Gribovskiy said. 
“I am taking training in the lab at UH. 
Sometimes I travel there and use their 
equipment, understand how it works. 
They have a nanofabrication laboratory.” 
He plans to work in a company in 
which he can apply his knowledge and 
conduct research. 
 Mukherjee said both universities are 
writing a National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration grant that has a strong 
space physics component. 
The first group of students from the 
program is expected to graduate in 2017 
with a doctorate in physics.
In other Physics and Astronomy 
Department news, the master’s program 
in  physics was ranked among the top 
19 programs to graduate students for 
the 2013-2014 academic year by the 
American Institute of Physics. The 
program graduated a total of 10 students, 
Mukherjee said.
Magaly rosales/Collegian
Soma Mukherjee Anton Gribovskiy Artemiy Bogdanovskiy
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know once I 
hit the hay, a 
nightmare will 
start to form. 
My nightmares 
are never 
ordinary; every nightmare or dream I 
have seems so real that when I wake 
up, it’s almost as if I traveled between 
universes before landing back onto my 
bed before the sun rises.   
I’ve had dreams where I suddenly have 
the power of telekinesis. I go about my 
everyday life as if having this ability was 
normal, and I was born with it. Whenever 
I wake up from those types of dreams, I 
am disappointed.
Recently, I’ve had way too many 
dreams that take place in high school. 
I have group projects to do by a certain 
deadline, reports to write, and even a 
library fine to pay by an appointment 
that I have to schedule a week before. I 
interact with classmates and teachers 
from kindergarten to now. 
I dreamt that I arrived to class late 
once and my middle school teacher 
yelled at me with this fiery rage that had 
me waking up in actual tears. 
My nightmares are even worse. 
One of my simplest nightmares 
involved me washing my face. Once I 
rinsed off the soap and looked into the 
mirror, my face was completely covered 
in pink and purple acne bumps. Right 
below my eyes, on my neck, on my ear, 
there was no clear skin in sight and more 
formed each time I turned to face the 
mirror. Trypophobia claimed me, and 
I practically jumped off my bed when 
I awoke. I remember running to my 
dresser mirror to make sure that what I 
saw wasn’t real. Even though I knew it 
was a dream, I could still feel the bumps 
on my skin. 
Sometimes my nightmares get even 
more elaborate, as if I was watching a 
cheap Syfy horror movie. 
Long story short: I remember being in 
the body of a little boy, and being led into 
a small, white church by a woman I didn’t 
recognize. I remember sitting in the first 
pew with this woman, and we watched 
an insane pastor set fire to a woman 
on a pool table. I think he was trying to 
“purify” her but I didn’t stick around to 
find out. I ran away from the disturbing 
scene and found myself flying over green 
hills and pastures. 
I don’t know what triggered my mind 
into having these detailed dreams. It’s as 
if my brain opened its own movie theater 
and each night is a different, critically 
acclaimed film in any possible genre. 
Could this be a subconscious way of 
telling myself that my life is boring? I 
tend to lead a very quiet life, so the fact 
that my dreams are very loud must mean 
something, right? 
However, I’m content with where I am, 
and who I am right now. I’d much rather 
keep my quiet life than have my dreams 






Good health news: the 5,000 or 
so exercise and health folk who soon will 
have signed a petition for more bike and 
walking space in Brownsville and the 
recent city marathon.
Bad health news: Cameron County 
Judge Carlos Cascos and Cameron 
County Regional Mobility Authority 
--Compiled by Alberto Garcia
--Photos by Michelle Espinoza
Eugenia Muñoz
Biology senior
“My favorite social app is Instagram 
because I get to see the stuff I like. I follow 




“Well, I like Twitter because it’s short, 
to the point and very funny. It expresses 
ideas and GIFs very fast in comparison 
to Facebook, where you have to read 
paragraph after paragraph just to 
understand one point. Twitter has many 
humorous people on it and pages that 
you can follow. It’s quite anonymous, 
these things, so if you want to make 
your own page it’s easier in comparison 
to Facebook. Facebook is more people-
oriented rather than subject-oriented.”
Jaime Alamilla Jr.
Estudiante de arte de segundo año
“Instagram. Una de las razones es por 
que mucha gente publica fotografías y 
me gusta el arte”.
Courtney Perez
Texas Southmost College 
nursing senior
“My favorite would have to be Facebook 
because of my out-of-state family.”
Leaders: Read petitioners’ 
request
Chairman David Allex more than hinting 
that new highway funds--if voted under 
Proposition One--might go, among 
with other projects, to the West Loop 
Parkway--and that sorry notion flies 
in the face of those who want the soon-
to-be-abandoned railroad tracks to 
be a hiking, walking, biking, jogging, 
running and birding trail.
Come on, Cameron County and 
Brownville City, cooperate and build that 
trail--and that means a trail, not a sorry 
mix of a trail and road.
If you fail, your proclamations about 
health will prove hollow, and gone will 
be the chance for thousands to exercise 
safely.
And more bad health news: moving 
Lincoln Park after its wonderful years of 
family time, exercise and movement.
Citizens, support the good health 
news and try halting the bad.
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky 
Brownsville
SEND YOUR LETTERS TO 
COLLEGIAN@UTB.EDU
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Los C’lotes By Clarissa Martinez
Scary costumes, “Fear Factor” 
contests, movies, a dance competition 
and food drew about 500 people to 
UT Brownsville’s Halloween Havoc 
Wednesday night.
Students and their families gathered 
to enjoy the night of fun sponsored 
by UT Brownsville’s Office of Student 
Engagement. Clubs and organizations 
organized games and sold food.
The Campus Activities Board 
sponsored “Fear Factor,” the Monster 
Mash dance competition and costume 
contest. 
Attendees also played Lotería and 
watched scary movies, including “The 
Strangers,” inside the Casa Bella club 
house.
“I think it was a good turnout. We 
had a lot of people and people are 
actually engaged in the games and the 
competitions,” said Ingrid Ledbetter, a 
nursing freshman and CAB member. “So, 
I think it was a great turnout and a good 
experience.” 
During “Fear Factor,” students 
competed in some cringe-worthy 
activities, including picking out gummy 
worms from a cream pie without using 
their hands. The contestant who picked 
the most worms within 30 seconds won. 
Of the seven contestants, three tied with 
12 worms each. 
Another competition in “Fear Factor” 
required the participants to put their 
hand in four different boxes and identify 
their content. Four students participated 
in this contest and all of them guessed 
correctly: fingernail clippings, goblin 
“guts,” a heart and eyeballs. 
“It’s been really great,” Jackie 
Margenau, a senior psychology major, 
said of the event. “I’ve seen a lot of 
organizations out here together and it 
makes me really happy seeing everyone 
working together and coming together in 
a special day and it’s been really fun.”
The Brownsville Early College High 
When it comes to hair salons, it seems 
you either get a reasonable price or a 
good haircut. If you are tired of choosing 
between quality and price, you might 
want to head over to CP Cuts Beauty 
Salon for a $5 haircut.
CP Cuts, located at 2955 International 
Blvd., Ste. A, offers quality haircuts 
without emptying your bank account. 
Whether it is women’s, men’s or 
children’s haircuts, the price is $5. 
The salon was established in January 
2007 by Maria Concepcion Perez, who 
is also known as “Conchita.” Perez is 
there every day, working alongside her 
employees as a hairdresser.  
Although they are known for their 
quality haircuts, you can also get a $5 
eyebrow or mustache wax. Other services 
they offer include hair dyeing, perms, hair 
styles, makeup and hair straightening. 
Prices for these services vary. 
Thinking about dyeing your hair? 
Prices range from $25 to $40 or $10 if 
you provide the hair dye ($15 if two dyes 
are needed). Perms range from $30 to 
$50, depending on the hair length, and 
to straighten your hair, the price ranges 
from $15 to $20. 
One great benefit is that no 
appointment is required, perfect for 
those last-minute events. If you have a 
quinceañera, wedding or formal event 
coming up, they can help you get the hair 
Karina aguirre/Collegian
$10 or less
Salon offers haircuts 
at a reasonable price
Michelle N. García
THE COLLEGIAN
Flor Martinez cuts the hair of Magaly Rodriguez 
on Wednesday at CP Cuts Beauty Salon, 2955 
International Blvd.
Spooky fun at Casa Bella
Students swap books for a 
night of Halloween Havoc
Michelle N. García
THE COLLEGIAN
Students participate in the “Fear Factor” challenge Wednesday night during Halloween Havoc at 
Casa Bella.
Michelle espinoza/Collegian Photos
Law and justice studies senior Lorena Villalon 
(left) and biology sophomore Jaione Rosagaray 
dressed as purple and green grape bunches 
Wednesday for Halloween Havoc.
Communication senior Israel Guajardo and 
junior communication major Alicia Salinas 
prepare hamburgers at the Communication 
Council stand.
School’s Advancement via Individual 
Determination club sponsored a cake 
walk, where participants paid $1 for two 
opportunities to win a cake. 
“It’s our first year here, and I think it’s 
the awesomest thing ever,” said Marta 
Salazar, a Brownsville Early College High 
School student. “We are having a lot of 
fun with the contestants and the cakes 
and everything. I think it’s been the best.”
For those who got hungry, there were 
several options: the Communication 
Council sold hamburgers and sausage 
tacos, the STEMS club served pizza, the 
UTB Cheer Squad sold tostadas and the 
Gorgas Science Society, candy apples.
Senior communication major Jonathan See LESS, Page 8
Cruz liked the change of venue.
“I really like that it’s here in this block 
[party] style,” Cruz said. “Compared to 
the Student Union, where it’s always 
been, I like this block party kind of feel. 
It’s really, really cool.”
Although the Haunted House was 
canceled, there was a “Monster Mash” 
dance competition, with two groups 
competing:  the UTB Cheer Squad and 
the Beta Rho Omicron fraternity. The 
cheerleaders won first place and $100. 
BRO won second place and $50. 
“I’m very pleased,” Student 
Engagement Director Heather Olague 
said when asked about the event’s 
turnout. “We’ve had a constant crowd … 
so I’m extremely happy.”
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stunned silence and some also shed tears.
“May my testimony and the voices 
of others like me in their waning years 
sound as a warning and a clarion; may it 
be a call to erase apathy and indifference.” 
His story started when the Nazis 
invaded Poland. At the time he was living 
in Krakow, one of the cities in which the 
Germans ordered all Jews to leave with 
their possessions. He and his family 
returned to their native town Rzeszow, 
where a ghetto was established. 
“One day my older brother was stopped 
on the streets of the ghetto, interrogated 
and shot by the Germans. The pain and 
despair felt by my parents and me is 
utterly indescribable,” Horn told the 
audience.
After that, Horn and his father, 
Benjamin, were sent to work for the 
“Ostbahn” railroad company and were 
given working papers, which exempted 
them from being deported. A month and 
a half later, he and his family were sent to 
the Szebnie concentration camp, where 
he and his father worked and lived in the 
same barracks while his mother lived in 
the women’s barracks.
He said that one day the commandant 
of the camp ordered all the prisoners to 
remove their belongings, like watches, 
rings, earrings--everything valuable. 
“There was a woman who did not 
remove a ring. The commandant told 
her to kneel down, took out a gun and 
shot her right in front of me,” Horn said. 
“I stopped caring if I lived or not. I was 
disgusted with that kind of life.”
One day when they came back from 
work, he was told that the people 
who remained at the camp had been 
transported in trucks to a large field 
nearby and were told to undress. 
Thousands of people, men and women 
and children, were told to dig ditches. 
Horn’s mother, Adela, was among them. 
TRACES
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They were ordered to stand facing the 
ditches that they had dug and then 
“machine-gunned down,” falling into 
their own graves.
“To me, my mother was the most 
precious thing in the whole wide world. 
She was always there to support us, 
morally and in every sense,” Horn said. 
“That evening, my father and the people 
in the barracks said Kaddish, the prayer 
for the dead. I remember saying to them: 
‘Even now you pray? Where is God now?’ 
In me, there was nothing but emptiness. 
My heart and soul cried out for this 
injustice.”
On Nov. 29, 1943, the remaining 
prisoners were put on cattle trains and 
sent to the Auschwitz concentration 
camp. When they arrived, they faced 
the infamous “Angel of Death,” Joseph 
Mengele, who sent people to the right or 
to the left.
“They ordered me to go to the left and 
for some unfathomable reason I went to 
the right,” Horn said. “They ordered my 
father to go to the left and I never saw 
him again.”
Horn thought he had been sent to his 
death when they told him to undress and 
go to the showers, where it was known 
the shower heads were loaded with gas 
pellets. But, instead, he got a real shower. 
They stood outside naked in the freezing 
cold for 45 minutes and then were sent 
to the barracks. He then was sent to 
the Birkenau camp, where the number 
161217 was tattooed on his arm. 
“My new name, my identity. This 
number is what I became,” Horn said.
By the end of 1944 the Russians were 
approaching, so the Nazis decided to 
liquidate the camp and sent Horn and 
others on a death march to the railroad 
station. They marched without food in 
a blizzard and people were killed on the 
spot if they could not walk anymore. 
“Two days later we were loaded on 
cattle trains that I will never forget,” he 
said. “We were squeezed in like sardines. 
It was snowing and there was no water, 
or food, no toilets, no hygiene whatsoever 
and people were dying from diarrhea and 
sanitation. It was Dante’s Inferno. On 
the fifth day, we arrived at the notorious 
camp Buchenwald.”
He was then sent to the Shpahingen 
camp, the “the worst camp I encountered 
during my incarceration.” 
Horn and his friend were already 
planning an escape. The next day, 
the camp was dismantled and the 
prisoners were evacuated to an unknown 
destination. He and his friend felt that it 
was not going to end well. 
“So, without thinking about my 
consequences, my friend and I escaped 
the march into the forest and escaped 
death once more,” he said.
They reached the French armed 
forces and there his long journey took 
him to Paris. After that he came to the 
United States on a ship and arrived in 
New York, where he met and married 
his wife Muriel in 1952. They have three 
children, Monica, Richard and Jonathan 
and four grandchildren: Lauren, Shelby, 
Benjamin and Jordan. 
“And the rest brings me to my present 
days as a survivor who must bear witness 
to the torture, the rapes, the killings and 
atrocities committed by the German 
Nazis and their collaborators.” 
To read Horn’s complete story, visit 
http://leonhorn.com/
In a videotaped speech shown during 
the ceremony, William Soto Santiago, 
global ambassador for the Global 
Embassy of Activists for Peace, said 
that education with values is one of the 
greatest tools that people have to prevent 
genocide. 
“To those who try to minimize the 
Holocaust or any other genocide with the 
argument that it is time to turn the page, 
we tell those people that the page will be 
turned when the lesson is learned, and 
then we will go back and review it again,” 
Soto Santiago said in Spanish.  
Cameron County Judge Carlos Cascos 
said genocide is still being committed 
overseas but a lot of people don’t realize 
it.
 “When does it stop? It stops when 
we do not look and pretend it didn’t 
happen, we don’t look away and pretend 
it didn’t happen,” he said. “We stand up 
as a family, as friends, as coworkers, as 
acquaintances and yell as loud as we can, 
‘This shall not be.’”
Before the unveiling of the plaque, 
Rabbi Claudio Javier Kogan of Temple 
Emanuel in McAllen said a prayer called 
Shehecheyanu : “Blessed are You, Lord 
our God, Master of the universe, who has 
kept us alive and sustained us and has 
brought us to this special time of life.” 
Other speakers at the conference were 
UT Brownsville President at Interim 
William Fannin, U.S. Rep. Filemon Vela 
(D-Texas); state Sen. Eddie Lucio Jr. 
(D-Brownsville); Bruno Harden-Cooper, 
the Rio Grande Valley coordinator for 
the Global Embassy of Activists for 
Peace; and Ernesto Velarde Danache, 
member of the international branch of 
the American Bar Association.  
After the presentation, attendees 
walked to the lobby of the Science and 
Engineering Technology Building for 
the ribbon-cutting ceremony of the 
Holocaust and Genocide Photo Gallery, 
which will be on exhibit with the Horn 
plaque for a month and then will be 
on display at the Historic Brownsville 
Museum. 
Asked what he hopes students and 
others will learn from the event and the 
“Traces to Remember” exhibit, Horn 
replied: “I would like to see the students 
be more aware of what happened in the 
Holocaust time. It was an unbelievable 
experiment of the destruction of the 
human race and by education and 
educating people, young people like you, 
you can gain more knowledge of it and 
more understanding.”
Joey Shapiro Key, director of Education 
and Outreach for UTB’s Center for 
Gravitational Wave Astronomy and 
director of the festival. “There are 12 new 
science festivals this year in the country 
and we’re one of them.”
Key said a science festival is different 
from a science fair.
“A science festival is like a music 
festival or a food festival; it’s like 
everybody doing fun stuff but all about 
science,” she said.
On Thursday, UTB will host RiSA 
Latina Day, bringing young women and 
their mothers or mentors to the UTB 
campus for a day of Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art and Mathematics 
(STEAM) education and exploration 
aimed at encouraging the participants 
to continue their education. High 
school students and their mothers will 
learn about science and dance, music, 
photography and art through various 
hands-on activities. The event takes 
place from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the 
Student Union’s Gran Salón and lawn 
and in the Main Building’s Salón Cassia.
On Friday, UTB will host RiSA 
Student Day for high school students 
and teachers with STEAM activities and 
RiSA
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workshops as well as campus tours to 
encourage the students to attend college. 
Students will learn about architecture 
and design, physics, photography and 
forensic science from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. in the Student Union’s Gran Salón 
and lawn and in Salón Cassia.
RiSA Community Day will take 
place from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday 
throughout the UTB campus. The event 
will include live music, food vendors 
and a variety of science, technology, 
engineering, arts and mathematics 
(STEAM) displays and activities, 
including a mobile observatory, animals 
from the Gladys Porter Zoo, a life-size 
chess board, the Physics Circus, a robot 
zoo and more. For activity locations, visit 
www.utb.edu/vpaa/csmt/physics/risa/
PublishingImages/RiSA-UTB.jpg. 
“A Shout Across Time,” a three-act 
live theater performing arts showcase, 
will be held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday in the Texas Southmost College 
Arts Center. The first act will feature a 
“danced lecture” on gravitational waves 
and black holes.
“Instead of pictures or slides at the 
lecture, there are dancers,” Key said. “It’s 
a way to learn through dance.” 
The second act consists of 
Communication Professor William 
Strong interviewing Knicole Colon, 
a Latina astronomer from Lehigh 
University who finds exoplanets, which 
are planets around other stars.
The UTB Symphony Orchestra will 
perform an original symphony by 
Princeton University composer Ira J. 
Mowitz that will complement an original 
silent film celebrating Einstein, black 
holes and gravitational waves. Admission 
is free and open to the public. 
Also Saturday, an exhibit of UTB 
student artwork will open at 6 p.m. in the 
Arts Center lobby. This event is organized 
in partnership with the Brownsville 
Society for the Performing Arts.  
The RiSA Sports and Recreation 
Day will be held from noon to 5 p.m. 
Sunday at Dean Porter Park and in the 
Brownsville Mitte Cultural District. 
This is a free event for families and will 
include live music, food vendors and a 
variety of sports and recreation-themed 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts 
and Mathematics (STEAM) displays and 
activities, including a Civil Air Patrol 
flight simulator, an Ultimate Frisbee 
workshop, a mobile observatory, a 
parade and more.
The festival is sponsored in part by 
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, Wells 
Fargo and the Brownsville Community 
Improvement Corp. For more 
information, email Key at jkey@phys.
the university to the entire region while 
supporting new business incubation and 
research commercialization,” according 
to Bailey’s email which was distributed 
campuswide Thursday night.
As interim associate VP for 
advancement operations, Downing 
will be responsible for development 
operations which include annual giving, 
database management, stewardship and 
alumni operations. 
University of Texas Pan American Vice 
President for University Advancement 
Veronica Gonzalez was appointed 
vice president for Governmental and 
Community Relations at UTRGV. 
Gonzalez will be responsible “for 
developing, advancing and maintaining 
positive and productive relationships 
and partnerships with the external 
community and engaging governmental 
officials, bodies and agencies at the 
city, county, state and federal levels via 
ongoing dialogues,” according to the 
email. 
“Her office will monitor legislation 
and public policy issues and advise 
administrators of their potential 
impact on UTRGV, create internship 
opportunities for UTRGV students at the 
local, state and federal levels and oversee 
several university programs designed to 
engage the Rio Grande Valley,” the email 
states.
Ben Reyna, UTB’s assistant provost for 
Governmental Relations, was appointed 
associate vice president for security and 
campus affairs.
Reyna will provide leadership and 
oversight to campus police and security.
UTRGV
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style you want without having to worry 
about making an appointment. They can 
do your makeup as well for $20, if you 
want that professional touch for your 
formal event. 
LESS
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The salon is cozy in size, has a friendly 
environment and nine hairdressers. 
There is a TV for people to enjoy as they 
wait their turn during busy days and 
magazines in case you are not sure how 
to style your hair. 
“They are all good employees and 
they have a lot of patience,” Maribel 
Rodriguez, a client of CP Cuts said when 
we visited the salon on Wednesday. 
“They care about their clients, and do a 
good job on top of being economic.” 
CP Cuts is open from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday and 10 a.m.-4 
p.m. Sunday. 
See UTRGV, Page 10
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“He will also serve as adviser to [Bailey] 
and others in administration on strategic 
plans, special projects and objectives, act 
as the principal contact for key campus 
visitors and coordinate community 
and government agency interactions to 
further the success of the university,” the 
email states.
Priscilla Guajardo Cortez, current 
director of development for special 
projects in the Center for Enhancing 
Philanthropy in the Office of External 
Relations at the University of Texas 
System, accepted the position of interim 
UTRGV vice president for Advancement, 
Principal and Major Gifts. 
Cortez will work with UTRGV 
leadership in securing philanthropic 
support for the university’s priorities. 
“In her interim role, Priscilla will 
provide direction and strategies for the 
major gifts, planned giving, prospect 
research, and corporate and foundation 
teams at UTB and UTPA,” the letter 
UTRGV
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states.
In his letter, Bailey says that now that 
most of the executive team is in place, the 
positions that will report directly to them 
are either already posted on the UTRGV 
Careers website or will be within the next 
two weeks. 
In an email sent Oct. 23, Bailey 
announced the appointment of Kristin 
Coyle as vice president for student 
success reporting directly to the provost 
and vice president for academic affairs. 
Coyle previously served as vice provost 
for undergraduate education and dean 
of the university college at UT Pan 
American.
In an interview with The Collegian Oct. 
22, Bailey said his goal is to complete 
the components of the hiring process by 
Thanksgiving.
“We had to get all the supervisors 
in place first,” Bailey said. “But, here’s 
something we’re already doing: People 
like groundskeepers and maintenance 
workers and people in the shop, well, we 
will have to have people on both campuses 
and their jobs are not competing with 
somebody on the other campus. We will 
have an automatic process in place for 
them and that is beginning right now.”
Now that Phase I faculty hiring is 
complete, Bailey said staff should expect 
new positions posted on the UTRGV 
Careers website daily.
“As I have indicated on several 
occasions in my campus conversations, 
staff hiring will occur in phases since we 
are dealing with such large numbers,” 
Bailey stated in a letter sent to faculty 
and staff Oct. 20.
Janna Arney, the current UTB associate 
provost for Faculty and Academic 
Affairs who has been appointed vice 
president for operations and chief of 
staff for UTRGV, said the leaders will 
begin to publish their positions for their 
departments on a daily basis.
Asked why the salaries for the positions 
were not posted on the UTRGV Careers 
website, Arney responded that the 
Department of Human Resources at both 
campuses are working on determining 
appropriate salaries.
 “A way to determine a range is 
through research, so the HR staff on both 
campuses are doing the research and so 
the method for coming up with the pay 
range for each of these positions is the 
same that both campuses have always 
used. The HR directors are assisting in 
gathering that research.”
She said that if a person is hired at his 
or her exact position at UTRGV, their 
salary will stay the same.
The faculty hiring process for UTRGV 
started Aug. 12 and ended Sept. 8. Of the 
applicants, 96 percent received letters of 
acceptance to the new university.
“The 25 faculty that did not meet the 
criteria for Phase I either had a negative 
annual evaluation, a negative post-tenure 
review or disciplinary actions or did not 
have a terminal degree,” UTRGV Provost 
Havidán Rodriguez told The Collegian in 
an interview Oct. 23. 
Of the 608 faculty who applied, 583 
were sent offer letters. UTRGV had 
620 tenured and tenure-track faculty 
positions available during the phase and 
608 faculty members sent in letters of 
interest and other requisite materials. 
System would provide $6.5 million for 
park relocation costs.
Most of the 50 people who spoke 
during the public comment period were 
against the proposed site for the park.
“This is the second time or third time 
that they are going to move us again and 
as the old saying goes, ‘If it isn’t broken, 
don’t fix it,’” said Mike Sanchez III, 
representing the East Brownsville Little 
League. 
Cameron County District Attorney Luis 
Saenz also spoke against the relocation.
 “I ask that you please consider what 
you’re doing,” Saenz told the UT System 
officials in the audience. “I believe that 
you guys are open-minded. … Just think 
about what you’re doing. I mean, literally. 
You’re coming into the poorest county in 
the state of Texas and you’re taking their 
LINCOLN
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not what the University of Texas is about. 
That’s not what they stand for.”
And then pointing to members of the 
city commission, Saenz said, “These folks 
have made up their mind and that is to 
give the park away. They say ‘sell,’ but I 
say they’re giving it away.”
While there were many against the 
relocation of Lincoln Park, there were 
some residents who spoke in favor.
“Everything that I have been able to 
accomplish has been made possible here 
at the University of Texas at Brownsville,” 
said Jose Martinez, a graduate physics 
student. “We need the space to grow this 
university. We need more opportunities 
for students like me to pursue and get 
a higher degree and pursue our dreams 
and I’m in favor for the expansion for the 
university.”
Genoveva G. Gomez, director of water 
and wastewater engineering, planning 
and treatment for the Brownsville Public 
Utilities Board, gave a presentation on 
how the entity would control the odor 
from the South Wastewater Treatment 
Plant to Lincoln Park’s proposed location 
across the street.
“We reviewed the current available 
technologies to develop the most effective 
and efficient approach for controlling 
odors at the wastewater treatment plant 
and collection systems throughout the 
city,” Gomez said.
One of the BPUB’s recommendations 
is a liquid phase where chemicals would 
be added to the wastewater. Another 
recommendation is a vapor phase 
biological treatment together with an 
expanded protective coatings program 
for controlling odor.
“We would be building a bio tower at 
the South Wastewater Treatment Plant as 
well as some of the locations throughout 
the city,” Gomez said. 
BPUB recommends installing the 
bio tower, covering the open channels, 
where most of the odor comes from and 
installing corrosion-proof ductwork.
“These improvements will result in 
approximately 99 percent reduction in 
hydrogen sulfide,” Gomez said.
Commissioners Rose Gowen, John 
Villarreal, Jessica Tetreau and Ricardo 
Longoria attended the hearing. Mayor 
Tony Martinez, District 3 Commissioner 
Deborah Portillo and Commissioner At-
large “A” Estela Chavez-Vasquez did not 
attend.
At 6 p.m. Tuesday, the city commission 
will consider conveying the Lincoln Park 
land to the University of Texas System.
Disfraces espantosas, concurso de 
“Fear Factor”, películas, una competición 
de baile y comida atrajo algunas 500 
personas a Halloween Havoc de UT 
Brownsville la noche del miércoles.
Los estudiantes y sus familias 
se reunieron para disfrutar la 
noche de diversión patrocinada 
por la oficina de envolvimiento 
de estudiantes de UTB. Clubs 
organizaron juegos y vendieron comida.
La mesa de actividades del campus 
(Campus Activities Board) patrocinó 
“Fear Factor”, la competición de baile 
Monster Mash y un concurso de disfraces.
Los asistentes también podían jugar 
lotería y ver películas de terror, incluyendo 
“The Strangers”, dentro de Casa Bella. 
“Creo que fue una buena concurrencia. 
Tuvimos mucha gente y la gente sí 
estaba participando en los juegos y 
en las competiciones”, dijo Ingrid 
Ledbetter, estudiante de primer año 
de enfermería y miembro de CAB. 
“Así que, creo que fue una buena 
concurrencia y una buena experiencia”. 
Durante “Fear Factor”, los estudiantes 
compitieron en unas actividades dignas de 
encoger la piel, incluyendo sacar gomitas 
de un pastel de crema sin usar sus manos. 
Diversión misteriosa en Casa Bella
Los estudiantes intercambian      




Un estudiante grita que ganó durante el juego de lotería mientras Jaione Rosagaray anuncia una 
carta, una de las muchas actividades que los estudiantes disfrutaron el miércoles en Halloween 
Havoc.
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El participante que sacara más gomitas 
dentro de 30 segundos ganaría. De los 
siete participantes en este concurso, tres 
empataron con doce gomitas cada uno. 
Otra competición en “Fear Factor” 
requirió que lo participantes pusieran 
su mano dentro de cuatro cajas 
diferentes e identificar su contenido. 
Cuatro estudiantes participaron en 
este concurso y todos adivinaron 
correctamente: trozos de uñas, “tripas” 
de duende, un corazón y globos oculares. 
“Ha sido genial”, Jackie Margenau, 
estudiante de último año de psicología, 
dijo sobre el evento. “He visto muchas 
organizaciones aquí juntas y me hace muy 
feliz ver a todos trabajar juntos y unirse en 
este día especial y ha sido muy divertido”. 
El club de Avance Vía Determinación 
Individual de Brownsville Early College 
High School patrocinó un cake walk, 
donde los participantes pagaban $1 para 
dos oportunidades de ganar un pastel.
“Este es nuestro primer año aquí y 
creo que ha sido lo más padrísimo”, dijo 
Marta Salazar, estudiante de BECHS. 
“Nos estamos divirtiendo mucho 
con los contendientes y los pasteles 
y todo. Creo que ha sido lo mejor”. 
Para aquellos que les daba hambre, 
había varias opciones: el cónsul de 
comunicación vendió hamburguesas 
y tacos de salchicha, el equipo de 
porristas de UTB vendió tostadas, 
la sociedad de ciencia Gorgas 
ofreció manzanas acarameladas y la 
organización STEMS vendió pizza.
Al estudiante de último año de 
comunicación, Jonathan Cruz, 
le gustó el cambio de lugar.
“Me gusta mucho que es aquí en este 
estilo de fiesta del barrio”, Cruz dijo. 
“Comparado a la Unión Estudiantil, donde 
siempre ha sido, me gusta este ambiento 
de fiesta del barrio. Es muy, muy padre”.
Aunque la casa embrujada fue 
cancelada, hubo una competición de 
baile “Monster Mash”, con dos grupos 
compitiendo: el equipo de porristas de 
UTB y la fraternidad Beta Rho Omicron. 
Las porristas ganaron primero lugar y 
$100. BRO ganó segundo lugar y $50. 
“Estoy muy satisfecha”, directora de 
envolvimiento de estudiantes Heather 
Olague dijo cuándo se le preguntó sobre 
la concurrencia del evento. “Hemos 
tenido una multitud consistente… 
así que estoy extremadamente feliz”.
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Hometown: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Who is your favorite athlete? 
“Ronaldo [Luís Nazário de Lima], the 
Phenomenon from Brazil, the forward. 
Because he represents for us Brazilians. 
Like a guy that separates a lot of legends 
and after a lot of people said to him, he 
could not play more, and then he wins a 
World Cup for us. It’s so good. He shows 
us the life and what you could do.”
Who is your role model? “My mother, 
because [she] did everything for me for 
all my life. She taught me how to live my 
life, how I’m going in my life, and my 
mom is everything to me.” 
What is the best advice you’ve ever 
been given and by whom? “‘Don’t live 
for tomorrow. What you [can], do today.’ 
My coach in Brazil, when I was 12 years 
old, told me [this].” 
What do you like to do for fun? “Go 
out with friends, listen to music and play 
soccer.” 
When did you begin playing soccer 
and why did you start playing? “I 
started when I was 7 years old. And my 
father liked soccer so much and thought 
soccer is so good for life. You learn a lot 
of things, like respect each other. … He 
introduced me to this sport because he 
thinks it’s good for life and, today, soccer 
is everything to me.” 
Did you play in high school and 
did you get any awards? “Yeah, like I 
played in clubs there, but I played in my 
high school like three years and we won 
the state championship the three years.” 
What are your goals for the season? 
“I think the team now is so strong.  … 
I’m expecting that we will win this 
conference, this championship, if all of 
us keep practicing hard and keep focus 
on the matches. We could win.” 
What is your favorite movie? “‘The 
King’s Speech.’ … The king has a lot 
of power and … a poor guy helped him 
[overcome his stutter]. And at the [end] 
of the movie, he gave the best speech he 
could. And, in the beginning he didn’t 
believe in the guy, that the guy could 
help him. But in the [end], he really 
appreciated the guy for his advice.”
Is there a song that gets your head 
in the game? “Justin Timberlake’s 
‘Mirrors.’ I like this song and I feel better 
when I listen to this song. And before 
matches, I like to listen to music that 
moves you, that makes you feel better.” 
What are your plans for the Fall 
2015 semester? “I think that when we 
merge with UTPA, I cannot play because 
I can’t play NCAA, and probably we’ll 
change to NCAA. So I’m not thinking 
about this now but before coming here, 
I had a lot of proposals [from] other 
universities. So, when I finish this season, 
I will talk to my coach and ask him his 
opinion because … he helped me a lot 
here and I will choose a good place to 
go, a good university and I will probably 
transfer to play in NAIA.” 
--Compiled by Michelle Espinoza 
The Rio Grande 
Ospreys defeated the 
Arizona Scorpions 2.5-
1.5 Wednesday night 
and have qualified for 
the U.S. Chess League 
playoffs.
Grandmaster Anton Kovalyov lost his 
game. Grandmaster Andrey Stukopin 
drew his game. FIDE Master Roberto 
Miramontes won his game, and Simon 
Vasquez III won his game.  
Ospreys qualify for playoffs
SPECIAL TO THE COLLEGIAN
This week, the UT Brownsville Men’s 
Soccer Team will rest for a couple of days 
in preparation for the Red River Athletic 
Conference Tournament. 
The Ocelots, with an overall record of 
17-0-0 as of press time, hold the No. 1 
spot in the RRAC, which automatically 
qualifies them for the tournament’s 
semifinals, to be held Nov. 14 in Houston.
“Next week, we’ll probably recover 
a little bit,” Men’s Head Coach Dan 
Balaguero said Wednesday. “We haven’t 
decided yet, but, likely, we’ll be off 
Monday and Tuesday. Get back out 
there Wednesday and gradually progress 
and then we’ll be leaving again next 
Thursday.”
The men defeated the Huston-
Tillotson University Rams 4-0 Thursday 
at the Brownsville Sports Park. The team 
faced off against the University of St. 
Thomas-Houston Celts Saturday for its 
Senior Night game. Visit utbcollegian.
com for results.
Last Tuesday, the team moved up 
from the No. 7 to No. 4 spot on the 
NAIA Coaches Top 25 Poll, the highest 
that UTB has ever been in the national 
polls in the history of its soccer program.
In other men’s soccer news, senior 
forward Ricardo Diegues claimed the 
RRAC Men’s Soccer Offensive Player of 
the Week honor and junior midfielder 
Archie Massen was awarded the RRAC 
Men’s Soccer Defensive Player of the 
Week for Oct. 20-26.
Women’s Soccer
The UTB Women’s Soccer Team swept 
the Huston-Tillotson University Rams 
4-0 Thursday at the Brownsville Sports 
Park. The women played against the 
University of St. Thomas-Houston Celts 
Saturday in their Parents’ Day game. 
Visit utbcollegian.com for results.
As of press time, the women’s overall 
record was 9-4-2 (6-2 in conference) and 
they  held the No. 3 spot in the RRAC, 
which grants them a match in the first 
round of the RRAC Tournament, to be 
held Friday and Saturday in Houston.
 “You obviously wait to see who you’re 
playing against, and prepare to play the 
UTB prepares for conference tournament
UT Brownsville midfielder Gus Holmes and Huston-Tillotson University midfielder Reynaldo Lopez 
fight for possession of the ball during Thursday’s home game in the Brownsville Sports Park. The 
Ocelots defeated the Rams 4-0.
Michelle espinoza/Collegian
Ocelot midfielder Jessica Lima dribbles past 
Rams midfielder Katia Castellanos during 
Thursday’s home game in the Brownsville 
Sports Park. UTB swept Huston-Tillotson 
University 4-0.
team you’re going to face,” Women’s Head 
Coach Helen Wagstaff said Wednesday. 
“Obviously, there’s more risk of it being 
knockout. It’s not like you can take a tie. 
You have to get a result each time. The 
intensity and the excitement goes up a 
little bit.”
Volleyball
Last Tuesday, the UTB Volleyball Team 
dropped two spots in the NAIA Coaches 
Top 25 Poll. UTB previously was at No. 3.
The Ocelots, being the No. 1 seed in 
the RRAC, will have a rest week and will 
return to action Nov. 14 for the RRAC 
Tournament, to be hosted by UTB.
“We’ll probably take a couple of days 
off,” Athletics Director and Volleyball 
Head Coach Todd Lowery said 
Wednesday. “Then we have a weekend 
off before we have the conference 
tournament here at home. We don’t know 
the seeding for that yet, but we should be 
the No. 1 seed. We’ve got to take care of 
two matches there and then get prepared 
for the national tournament.”
The Ocelots took on the University of 
St. Thomas-Houston Celts on Friday and 
the Huston-Tillotson University Rams 
Saturday in their Senior Night at home. 
Visit utbcollegian.com for results.
As of press time, UTB’s record was 
25-4 overall and 11-0 in conference.
Cross-country
The UT Brownsville Men’s and 
Women’s Cross-Country teams will 
compete in the Red River Athletic 
Conference Meet at 9 a.m. Thursday 
in the Northeast Texas city of New 
Summerfield.
All men and women in both cross-
country teams will participate in the race.
“Everyone is really excited and ready 
to give it the best they can,” Head Coach 
Sam Buchanan said Tuesday. “It’ll be 
all the teams from our conference. 
Specifically, we’re looking at Our Lady 
of the Lake University and Wiley College 
as our biggest rivals for both men and 
women.”
Golf
On Sunday, the UTB Men’s and 
Women’s Golf teams began hosting 
eight schools at the Ocelot Invitational 
Tournament at South Padre Island Golf 
Club in Laguna Vista. Results were not 
available at press time.
“I’m looking forward to this event,” 
Head Coach Daniel Hayden said last 
Thursday. “We’re hoping for the best 
on both programs. Hopefully, both 
programs can pull off a [win]. They’ve 
been working extremely hard. Obviously, 
you know, we’re slowly but surely getting 
better. … It’s only a matter of time before 
we are all on the same page.”
In the Classic at the Tribute 
Tournament, hosted by Texas A&M 
University-Commerce Oct. 27-28, the 
men’s team placed eighth out of 13 
schools.
The team finished the competition 
with an overall score of 600. Senior Saad 
Milan finished with an overall score of 
146; senior Gage Murphy, 153; freshman 
Angel Aguirre, 156; freshman Steven 
Hinojosa, 153; and junior Michael Fasci, 
150, according to the utbathletics.com 
website.
The Ospreys finished the regular 
season in second place in the Western 
Division with a record of six wins, three 
losses and one draw.  
With this second-place finish, the 
Ospreys earned a bye for the first round 
of the playoffs and will face the New York 
Knights Nov. 12 in the second round of 
the single-elimination playoffs.
Matches are broadcast on the Internet 
Chess Club site, http://www.chessclub.
com/.
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